
Work Instructions 
The experimental procedure of this practical is subdivided into two parts. In one part, a phase 

diagram of DEPE lipids is scanned through different temperatures, where a phase transition from 

lamellar to hexagonal should be achieved. In the other part, the phase diagram of Soy-PC is 

measured through the relations of the amounts of water to lipids, where the different lattice 

spacings and the transition from a crystal structure to a dissolved state will be observed. 

 

DEPE phase transition 

 

DEPE (1,2-Dierucoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine) is known to form a lamellar phase at 

room temperature. A phase transition can be observed when heating a DEPE-water mixture to a 

temperature more than around 65C°. We will therefore perform three measurements, one at 

35°C, one at 65°C and one at 70°C sample temperature, compare the results and identify the 

phases.  

Your supervisor will hand you out a sample chamber filled with the DEPE-water mixture. The 

resistor attached to the chamber, in combination with a temperature sensor inside the stainless 

steel block and a controller, can be used to heat the chamber to specific temperatures.  

The first measurement will be performed with a sample temperature of 35° by executing the 

following steps: 

 starting the x-ray source, applying 20V and 10A. 

 mounting the sample chamber in the sample holder 

 perform a sample-scan to positioning the sample into the x-ray beam 

 setting a temperature of 35°C at the temperature controller 

 increasing the applied power to the source to 40kV and 20mA 

 starting a detector scan in a range between 0,4° to 1,5° 

 

It is important to keep the applied power low (max. 20V and 10A) or to close the shutter 

when the detector is close to the direct beam (at angles below 0,3°) to prevent damage of 

the detector. To get a good signal to noise ratio, the recording time at every detector position 

should at least be 60 sec. The resolution, thus the amount of recording positions of the detector 

between starting and ending angle, can be chosen as high as wanted, but should at least be 200 

steps/degree at regions where peaks are expected. 

To prepare the measurement at 65°C and 70°C, the sample chamber has to be heated in small 

steps of 10°C per 5 minutes to avoid overheating the lipids.  

The measurements will all be saved in one single file, so you should not forget to write down 

comments about the important measurements in your lab book. 

 



Soy-PC 

Soy-PC is a Phospholipid extracted from the Soy-Plant, which is cheap to produce and 

therefore available in large amounts. It is known to remain in a lamellar phase at a large 

range of temperature. Therefore, a variation in layer spacing of the lipid structure by different 

hydration states will be measured in this experiment. We will prepare and measure two 

samples, one pure Soy-PC only hydrated by air humidity, and one mixed with water. 

The first sample we measure is the dehydrated Soy-PC. The lipid is present as a slightly 

hydrated powder, and because of its creamy consistency, it cannot be filled into a glass 

capillary. It is coated on a glass slide with a scraper, and be formed to a rectangular, which 

fits to the beam size of 12 mm.  

The hydrated sample is prepared by filling 100mg of the lipid and 1ml water into an E-Cup 

and mixing it thoroughly with a vortexer. The consistency is now very liquid and can therefore 

be filled into a glass-tube.  

The two samples are measured with the same procedure as the DEPE-samples. 

 

 

Gauging measurement 

 

To determine the exact distance between sample and detector and the center of the direct 

beam at the detector, a calibration measurement with a standard reference material is 

necessary. For this measurement, a Silver Behenate (SiBe) sample is prepared. The SiBe 

powder is pured into a sample tube and measured in a range, that at least the first three 

diffraction peaks are visible (the angle range can be calculated by using Bragg' 

s law). The crystal spacing of Silver Behenate is  d001 = 58.380 Å, and by inserting the 

wavelength of the x-ray radiation of copper into the Bragg equation, the sample to detector 

distance can be calculated.   

 

SPEC 

 

The whole setup is controlled by the SPEC-software. By writing commands into the console, 

the movement of the stepping motors, the opening and closing of the shutter and the 

counting of x-ray photons by the detector can be executed. A list of the most common 

commands is given in table 1. It is also possible to write several commands in one line, 

separated by a ";". SPEC will execute them one after another. 

 

Table 1: Important SPEC commands 

Open shutter sh_open 

Close shutter sh_close 



Move motor with name "motor" to 
position "position" (mm/deg) 

mv motor position 

Move motor with name "motor" by 
"relative_position" (mm/deg) 

mvr motor relative_position 

Perform scan of motor "motor" from 
position "start" to position "end" with 
"intervals" steps, counting "time" 
seconds at every step 

ascan motor start end intervals time 

Perform scan of motor "motor" from 
relative position "start" to relative 
position "end" with "intervals" steps, 
counting "time" seconds at every step 

dscan motor start end intervals time 

Create new file newfile [file_name] 

[current_scan_number] 

insert comment "comment" into file com comment 

Change source power to "volt" volt and 
"ampere" ampere 

cpower volt ampere 

 

If you want to perform a detector scan from 0.4° to 1.5°, first you have to move the detector out of 

the direct beam (to avoid detector damage) by 

mv tth 0.4 

then the desired power has to be applyed to the source 

cpower 40 20. 

The scan is then started by opening the shutter, performing the scan and closing the shutter, 

written in a single line with semicolons: 

sh_open; ascan tth 0.4 1.5 20 60; sh_close;. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Evaluation 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Example of an x-ray diffraction pattern. Here the x-axis is given in values of 2θ, while 
the common way is to show values of the diffraction vector q. From the peak positions, the 
Bravais-lattice and the lattice spacing of the sample can be evaluated. 

  

Figure 1 shows an example of an x-ray diffraction measurement. The x-axis represents the angle 

of the detector with respect to the beam direction (2θ), the y-axis the number of detected x-ray 

photons for each position. The received diffraction pattern can be seen as a cut through the 

Debye-Scherrer-Rings of a powder diffraction. By determination of the position of the direct beam, 

the q-values of the diffraction-peaks can be calculated and therefore allocated to layer spacings 

of the sample-lattices with the formula 

 

  
  

 
     

  

 
 

where λ is the wavelength of the x-ray beam, θ half of the angle between direct beam and 

detector position and the layer spacing of the crystal lattice structure, see figure 2.  Because the 

diffraction vector q already contains the wavelength of the x-ray beam, it is common to plot the 

diffraction pattern with respect to q instead of 2θ. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
Figure 2:  Illustration of Bragg's law. From this picture, it gets obvious why the angle between 
incident beam and diffrated beam is 2θ.  
(from http://www.microscopy.ethz.ch/images/bragg_welle.jpg) 
 
 
 
   
 
 

From the peak positions, not only the layer spacing, but also the crystal structure can be 

evaluated. Considering Bragg's law 

          

the layer spacing d is easily calculated from the θ-position of the first peak, where n=1. The 

second peak will give the same distance when inserting n=2. It gets obvious, that a structure 

with lamellar phase has peaks at 2θ-values which are integer multiples of the first peak. 

 As mentioned in the theory-part, more complex structures exist. The DEPE sample forms 

such a structure at temperatures above 65 °C, which can be identified from the diffraction 

pattern.  


